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Sparkle is playing with her friend the chipmunk in the 

meadow.

Sparkle is an alicorn who loves sparkles! She does all 

kinds of magic. She lives in a tree stump in the meadow. 

She lives there with her chipmunk friend. They love the 

flowers in the meadow.





Sparkle really wants to find a magic wand, but it is on the 

other side of the lake and she can’t swim! She is 

determined to find a way! 

Sparkle tries to dog paddle across the lake, but she gets 

scared when she starts to sink. 





Then Sparkle tries to float across the lake on an air 

mattress, but she is too heavy and her horn pokes a little 

hole in the mattress and it starts to sink! 

Sparkle is getting frustrated. She tries one more thing. 

She backs up and then runs to the lake as fast as she can 

and jumps up, flapping her wings. She’s never flown this 

far before and she’s really tired, but keeps flapping. 





She lands with a splash on the other side of the lake. 

She’s made it! 

Sparkle grabs the magic wand and takes a deep breath. 

Now she has to fly back!

The magic wand helps things grow, like strawberries and 

other fruit. Sparkle creates a huge garden in the meadow. 

She and all her friends celebrate by having a dance party. 

Sparkle is so happy!





The End.
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